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“There are decades where nothing happens, and then there are weeks where decades happen.”
–This quote, attributed to Vladimir Lenin, rings particularly true today.

Highlights: a potential trigger to higher rice prices?

• Long term averages are poised to cross higher.
• The highest soybean oil price in history this week
and the highest wheat price in a decade.
• The rice price is super cheap by every measure we
can find.
• Will a strong dollar cap the rally in all grain prices
except rice?
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Executive Summary

Dashboard Trend Watch:
Pay attention to our dashboard because it shows you
what needs attention. (Recent changes in red)

14 Firstgrain Metrics Percent Bullish: 64%
March Futures
Market Price Support: $13.50 per cwt.
Market Price Resistance: $16.50 per cwt.
Index

Trend

4 Bear 28 %
* Asian Rice Production
* Asian prices
* US Dollar
*Commercials Net short

Up
Down
Up
Sideways

9 Bull 64%
* Fear of Virus Disruption
* Americas’ Rice Stocks
* La Nina/China/Brazil
* US Rice Price Seasonal
* US Production 2021
*Long Term Oscillator
*Wheat Price
* Crude Oil Prices
* Brazil paddy in USD
As
1 Neutral 7%
* China Phase I
Trend Summary
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Rice Price
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50%+ of goal Neutral

We have remained bullish since July of 2021 as
acreage contracted. Now we are approaching a
major price resistance at $16.50. To move past that
level Asian prices must begin to firm, and Brazil
prices continue to firm. We would keep some of
the 2021 crop unpriced until April for a potential
price breakout to the upside. This would require a
market similar to 2006-2008, with an extended
period of strong prices.
What could keep prices strong into the summer
months? Here is a concise list of bullish factors:
•

Bullish 9

Neutral 1

2021 and 2022 Crop
(58 % of the 2021 crop year is now in our rear-view
mirror.)
Move to price 70% of your 2021 crop at current levels
or higher. Keep 30% in reserve in case the market
breaks out to the upside between now and May.

•

•
•
•

Price no more than 25% of your 2022 on that portion
you have secured inputs for.
•
•
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Continued price strength for soybeans forcing
acres away from rice in the US Delta.
Continued price strength for wheat and feed
grains, causing accelerating demand for brokens
rice to feed to animals in Asia.
A cut of 5% or more in US rice acreage causing
the rationing of exports in 2022/23.
The inability of countries in Asia and Africa to
afford inputs for high field yields.
Movement of demand from the Black Sea to
India and Australia for wheat, Brazil for
vegetable oil and soybeans.
A potential move from rice to growing oil
bearing crops in India to save on fertilizer.
Fear of China making a move against Taiwan.
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Bottom Line

This week soybean oil went to its highest level in
history as the market tries to price in the Russian
invasion of Ukraine, a large exporter of sunflower
oil to India.
Undergirding the strength in the rice price is the
rising price of crude oil. There is no clear level
where crude oil might top out.

Rice is cheap in a
world of inflation.
Forget about 2008, we are now facing something
more like 1974 or beyond, outside the experience
of many of us in the rice industry. That bull market
of 1973-74 was caused in part by a failure of the
monsoon and the Trans-Siberian high. Yes, we have
some harsh weather particularly in South America;
but this bull market is caused by geopolitical
developments and the unravelling of the global
trade network which ruled for the last 70 years. In
addition, demographic shifts will impact Russia
and China particularly hard in the next two decades
as their population shrinks. History does not repeat
but it sometimes rimes.
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The above chart of the BCOM Spot Index shows
that this week experienced the biggest uptick of
8.6% since the jump in September 1974 at the end
of the oil crisis. Barring a dramatic reversal on
Friday we are facing a new high in commodity
inflation.
A unique part of the commodity price explosion
this week has been the relatively small increase in
the price of rice. But that may not last. Several
times in the last two decades the rice price fell to
an extremely low level relative to wheat. Then it
turned much higher. As we noted in the price chart
of rice at the beginning of the executive summary,
long-term moving averages are approaching a buy
signal which will occur when the five-year moving
average crosses the 17- year moving average from
below.

If the problem extends to China and India, we could
be in a brand-new rice ballgame globally.
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There is a strong history of rice dropping to an
exceptionally low level to wheat and then rallying
back to exceedingly elevated levels. Already
brokens rice is gaining against whole grain for feed
use.

The only major bear force on the price of grains in
North America is the value of the US dollar. It may
have broken out of a 20 year down trend. That

The current low ratio of rice to soybeans may
nudge rice acreage on the margin into soybeans.

would be bearish on the export price of all US

Rice is super cheap to beans both in the US and
Brazil.

Despite the rise in the price of US rice, Brazil rice is
now declining relative to Brazil beans.

grains.

The bean price is moving higher in the US and
China. The rice price is at the third lowest level to
an index of corn, wheat, and soybeans.
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The Russia impact
In Wednesday London trading, some shares
bottomed out at 1 cent. Stock in the oil giant
Rosneft has crumbled -90% in the past two weeks
to be worth less than a dollar, while Lukoil’s share
price has crumbled some -99.7% over the same
period to around 25 cents. The natural-gas
powerhouses Gazprom and Novatek have not been
spared either, with share prices for both companies
down around -99%. (Source: Barron's)

In the end, rice has marched to its own bearish
drummer for a long time. The major weight on the
price remains the stocks of rice in China and India
which has benefitted from years of subsidies which
has decoupled rice from the rules of demand and
supply. If you remove the stocks held in China, a
net importer, then the world trade in rice is much
leaner than it would appear to be. It looks a lot
more like wheat with about 50 million MT of stocks
to feed the world. No one really knows what the
stocks of rice are inside China or whether those
stocks would come to the market if there was
shortfall in 2022-2023.

Russia could impact rice if it inspires China to try to
invade Taiwan. While Putin, like a Barberry pirate,
is eyeing a takeover of Ukraine, stock values of key
Russian companies have been decimated. Here are
some of the commodity values housed in Ukraine:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

First in Europe in uranium ore reserves.
Second in Europe in Titanium ore reserves
2nd in the world in iron ore reserves
4th in the world in value of natural resources
7th place in world coal reserves
3rd in Europe in shale gas reserves
1st in Europe in terms of arable land
3rd place in the world in black soil
1st place in world in sunflower and sunflower
oil exports
Ukraine can meet the food needs of 600 million
1st in Europe in ammonia production
3rd largest iron exporter in the world

Some estimate Putin is the richest man in Europe.
He is talking about tactical nuclear weapons to get
what he wants. “There are decades where
nothing happens, and then there are weeks
where decades happen.”
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Futures footnote:
Commercials are bouncing off the shortest net
futures position in a year. Receipts are building
back up again as a wide basis attracts delivery on
the exchange. Note that rising net short positions
of commercials has come with higher price trends
over the last three years, strange as that seems.
In low acreage marketing years, the long grain
seasonals tend to move higher into April/May.
Inflationary forces are extremely strong which
allows for an above normal price increase in 2022.
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World rice prices are a mixed bag and still
unresponsive to crude and fertilizer prices. The FOB
values of the aromatics have started to increase for
Thai jasmine and Pakistani basmati. These FOB
values tend to drive the price trends in CIF values
at US ports. The surge in container values have
trimmed export offer prices to stay competitive.
The 5% export offers both in Asia and the Americas
are bottoming and should move higher seasonally.
March 4, 2022
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U.S. Export Sales
(This summary is based on reports from exporters for the period February 18-24,
2022)
Rice: Sales were average with 25,000 MT of medium grain. Exports included 18,000 MT of
medium grain.
Net sales of 70,000 MT for 2021/2022 were down 17 percent from the previous week and 39
percent from the prior 4-week average. Increases primarily for Japan (25,000 MT), Haiti (15,300
MT), Guatemala (9,500 MT), Saudi Arabia (8,600 MT), and Honduras (7,100 MT), were offset
by reductions primarily for Mexico (7,900 MT).
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Resources: Live Rice Index
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